were detected in a short-period comet of probable Kuiper belt origin. Ethane is substantially less abundant compared with Hyakutake and Hale-Bopp, two comets from the giant -planets region of the solar nebula, suggesting a heliocentric gradient in ethane in precometary ices. It is argued that processing by X-rays from the young sun may be responsible.
in the giant -planets region) is similar to icy grain mantles in dense interstellar cloud cores (Mumma 1996 , Mumma 1997 , Crovisier 1999 , and neither is depleted in C2 (Schleicher et al. 1997, Hicks and . (Brooke et al. 1996 , Mumma et al. 1996 , and both species were later detected in comet Hale-Bopp (Mumma et al. 1997 , Weaver et al. 1999 1B) . For CO, the telescopewas nodded60 arc-secondsbetweenpositions A (cometin slit) and B (blank sky), so as not to cancel possibleextendedCO emission.
We calculatedmolecularproductionrates from the line emission contained within nucleus-centered spectral extracts(2 x 2 arcsecond for C2H6, and 1 x 3 arc-second for CO), as for comet Hyakutake (cf. Mumma et al. 1996 Including the correction factor of two, we obtain QCzH6 = (7.0 + 1.5)
x 1025moleculess-1. (Note: thesetwo Qbrancheswere mislabeledin Mumma et al. 1996 ,and inappropriateg-factorswereused. However, two other errors were madethat largely compensatethis error. Revised productionratesare in preparation,and the revised mixing ratio is given in the Discussion. The parametersused here are correct.)
The line flux measured for the R0 line of CO was (2.27 _+0.56) x lif ts wattsm-2and the fluorescence efficiency(at 1 au and35 K) is 1.53 x 105 s-l, leadingto Q= (1.68 _+ 0.42) x 1027 moleculess-1 after correcting for atmospherictransmission(0.70). The line flux measuredfor the R1 line was (1.97 _.+0.61) x 10-t8 watts m2 and the fluorescence efficiencyis 2.33x 104 s1 (at 1 auand35 K), implying Q = (1.56 _+0.48) x 1027 molecules s-1 after transmittance correction(0.43). The weightedmeanof the two lines providesQco --(3.28 _+0.64) x 1027 molecules s-l, after including the scalingfactor of two. The small aperture emphasizes the contributionfrom nativeCO, thougha smallcontributionfrom an extended sourceis possible (cf. DiSantiet al. 1999a ). For the rotationaltemperature of 35 K, the mixing ratio of nativeethaneto nativeCO is then (2.1 _ 0.6) x 10-2. The mixing ratio is not very sensitiveto the assumedrotational temperature (Table1).
Cometary water is the paradigm with which all other native (parent)volatiles are compared.Its abundance canbeestimatedby indirect means (e.g. from radio and ultraviolet OH measurements,and from visible O(1D) emission). Water can also be detected directly from the ground by infrared non-resonance fluorescence (Mumma et al. 1995) , but the need for frequent imaging limited our time on sourceand constrained applicationof this approachto G-Z. A line of The water production rate on Oct. 2.2 was less than 6.6 x 1028 molecules s -l, at the 95% confidence limit.
Water production rates were obtained by several indirect methods during the 1985 apparition (McFadden et al 1987 , Schleicher et al. 1987 , G6rard et al. 1988 , Konno and Wyckoff 1989 , Tacconi-Garman et al. 1990 , Combi and Feldman 1992 1997) . Before nebularcleatingin the giantplanetsregion, the increasingattenuationof this exciting X-ray flux with greater heliocentric distance may have caused a significant reduction in hydrogenation efficiency for ices in the trans-Neptunian nebular region. As nebular clearing proceeds, X-rays will penetratemore deeply andionizationfractionsandH-atom densities will increase. Thus, the ratio of C2H2 to C2H6 in Kuiper belt cometscould be larger or smaller than that in Oort cloud comets, dependingon the time and place of their formation. Comet formation is generally thought to proceed more slowly at large heliocentricdistance. Weaver et al. (2000) report a nondetectionof both CO andethanein cometG-Z, and their derived upper limits are significantlysmallerthanthe productionrates inferred from our detections. This discrepancy is mosteasilyexplainedif G-Z is internally heterogeneousin its chemical composition. During its 1985apparition,G-Z showed marked asymmetry in water production about perihelion, with a rapid reductionin Q(OH)occurringjust prior to the heliocentricdistanceat which Weaveret al. observedin 1998(Rh= 1.I1 -1.08au). It is possible that the vent responsiblefor gas release during our observations became increasinglyinactiveafterRh -1.2 au owing to seasonal effects, and that thereafter gas was released from a different vent. 
